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EDITOR’S NOTE

elcome to the 2005-06 year of
W
Arlingtonian! After two years on
staﬀ, I am excited to complete my ﬁrst full
rotation as editor. It is intimidating and
humling to take the reins of a pulication
with such a long history of local, state and
national recognition, but Kristine, Sara
and I hope to oversee the best year of our
school newsmagazine yet. I’m conﬁdent
our staﬀ will deliver.
The staﬀ considered a number of topics
for our second issue and ultimately settled
on Intelligent Design, the challenger in
the greatest curriculum debate in recent
history. When we began the interview
process, however, we were surprised to
ﬁnd how few students actually knew what
Intelligent Design was, much less of the
national debate over it. Accordingly, this
Focus is one of education and of national
and local coverage.
Though never the center of national
attention, the battle between Intelligent
Design and Evolution hasn’t been far
below the surface for the last several
years, and even more so recently because
of President George W. Bush’s call for
schools to “teach the controversy” and
pending legislation and lawsuits in a
number of states. Critics of Intelligent
Design claim it is a repackaged version
of the Judeo-Christian-Islamic creation
story, while its proponents claim it is a
legitimate scientific theory for the origin
of life and the world. Sadly, our modern
political culture with its extremist
tendencies wants to offer us only two
choices on the issue: either you’re a
Bible-thumper with no regard for the
separation of church and state, or you’re
an overlooker of the objections to the
theory of Evolution who is intolerant of
scientific dissent.
I say be neither. Dismissing opponents
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of your theory of choice is foolish, and
ignoring their potentially valid points is
a disservice to yourself. I invite you to
read our article with an open mind, and
afterwards, if you are intrigued by what
you’ve read, pursue the subject. In this
way Arlingtonian hopes to serve what
journalists call the marketplace function
of the press—many ideas are presented
and, through discussion and intellectual
competition, the best ideas will rise to the
top. By this token, die-hard Darwinists
need not fear or try to suppress the
suggestion of an alternative theory; if
Evolution truly is the better theory, it
will rise to the top in due course.
Speaking of the marketplace
function, I’d like to call your attention
to an often overlooked component of
our publication. If you look at the table
of contents on page 2, you will find our
Editorial Policy. Though a condensed

don’t say this to boast about the power
we as a staff hold, but rather to make the
point that it is this power that allows us
to extend to students the privileges of a
free press.
“Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the
editor, guest columns and news releases
from faculty, administrators, community
residents, students and the general
public.” This year we have created a
public forum in our Voice section called
“Student voices.” We hope to run, as
often as we are able, student columnists
who would like an uncensored venue in
which to address the student body and
community that comprise our readership.
If this sounds like you, please pick up a
submission form from our Voice Editor
in room 221. You will also notice we have
a section for letters to the editor. If you
have something to say in response to a
piece you read in this publication—if

Arlingtonian hopes to serve what journalists
call the marketplace function of the press—
many ideas are presented and, through
discussion and intellectual competition, the
best ideas will rise to the top.
version of our official, full-length
Editorial Policy, it covers the important
points. Per the 1988 U.S. Supreme Court
case Hazelwood v. Kuhlmeier, Arlingtonian
is, by policy and practice, “a public open
forum for student expression and for
the discussion of issues of concern to
its audience.” This means several things,
but most importantly that the editorial
board and I decide the publication’s
content; we are not subject to prior
review by the administration. With this
power comes—ready for the cliché?—
responsibility. We exclusively are
accountable for the paper financially
and legally. This is a point I believe
some of the student body does not fully
appreciate. Each issue costs us several
thousand dollars to print, and we raise
it all with subscriptions and ad sales. I
Arlingtonian

something pleased, disappointed or
enraged you—or if you would simply
like to comment on an aspect of school
or community life, please shoot us an
e-mail at arlingtonians@yahoo.com; we
would be happy to run as many letters as
page space allows.
If you take anything from this letter,
let it be this: it is because of the open
forum precedent that we, a small student
newsmagazine, can be guaranteed the
same First Amendment rights as a large,
commercial pulication. In honor of this
notion, we have emlazoned our staﬀ
sweatshirts with our ﬁtting new motto:
“The Students’ Press.”

Kyle McMahon, Editor-in-Chief
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Homosexual debate spreads to local library
•reneeOGAKI

S

erene silence. The scent of knowledge and learning. The atmosphere is
overpowering when prying open the heavy UA Pulic Library doors.
Directly in front of the doors lays a tidy stack of newspapers about local
news, politics and homosexuality.
Some citizens have raised objections to two of the latter—Outlook
Weekly and Gay People’s Chronicle—claiming the papers are obscene.
Though the UAPL Board of Trustees decided Aug. 30 to keep the newspapers but move them out of the loby, debate continues due to the controversial nature of the issue.
The papers have been sitting in the library loby for years, but gained
no attention until Mark Bloom, leader of the citizens group opposing the
papers, and his son came across them in May. Bloom said he has been trying to rid the library of the papers since.
“It has to do with content, text, images and advertisements, both sexually explicit and suggestive,” Bloom said. “[The papers] are not appropriate
for impressionale youth in the loby area.”
The Board of Trustees disagreed with Bloom, voting 6-0 to keep the
newspapers in the library. However they agreed to move the newspapers
to a rack where children do not have access, according to UAPL secretary
Daniel Boda.
Bloom said he was disappointed in the decision and is planning on appealing his case.
“[The library] is still centering on censorship and free eech, which is
not what this is about,” Bloom said. “It’s about a reasonale, common and
expected standard of decency.”

However, Boda said the board decided the newspapers were not obscene and did not harm juveniles under the First Amendment. Despite
Bloom’s plans to continue ﬁghting the board, Boda does not believe the
decision will change.
“All the board members felt the same. It’s up to the patrons to read
something. We don’t censor at the library,” Boda said. “You can get information on the Nazis, the Holocaust, bestiality, and all kind of perversions
that most people do not choose to read.”
While Bloom and Boda argue over whether or not the newspapers are
obscene, senior Sam Windler said the real issue Bloom’s group is against is
homosexuality. Windler cited another newspaper in the loby, The Othe
Pape, which he said contains descriptions of sexual aivity and is similar
in nature to the gay papers.
“There’s deﬁnitely material in Outlook that seems kind of obscene to
me. But if that’s the prolem, God knows how many other newspapers
need to be fought,” Windler said. “I wouldn’t have a prolem with these
[gay] newspapers being moved if this other material was moved as well.
Taking obscenity out is ﬁne, but just going against homosexuality? I think
that’s wrong.”
Junior Lindsey Schechter said although she believes homosexuality is
wrong , she does not believe in censorship.
“Children have troule with the issue of homosexuality. It’s good not
to expose them to the issue,” Schechter said. “Although it is wise that [the
library] is putting the newspapers somewhere else, we should still have the
choice to see the material if we choose to.”

Community reacts to
suspicious encounter

Once the situation occurred, the children’s parents alerted the UA
police department.
Stanko said this is not an uncommon situation for any city, but the
community should still be cautious.
•andieDIEMER
“It creates an unsettling feeling and drives the point home that
hen Hadley Schuermann’s mother picked her up from we shouldn’t put a lot of trust in someone we don’t know very well,”
Wickliﬀe Elementary Aug. 23, she was relieved she did not Stanko said.
have to walk home from school as usual. With a ﬂyer in hand from
After the parents reported the incident to the UAPD, police notisuperintendent William Schaefer, Hadley was unﬁed Schaefer, who composed a memo which was either
nerved by the information that a sex oﬀender had been
directly handed out or e-mailed to UA and Wellington
spotted in UA just a week earlier.
students and staﬀ members.
Enclosed was information on Charles M. Canter, a
Hadley’s mother, Lauren Schuermann, was grateful
Columbus resident and registered sexual oﬀender. The
for the warning.
memo explained Canter may have encountered two
“I appreciate them notifying the community,” Schuergrade school boys near Barrington Elementary Aug.
mann said. “The more information and eyes out there,
16, inquiring, “Do you know where Sesame Street is?”
the better.”
While no concrete evidence proves Canter did
Last spring UA was alerted as a precaution after a sexapproach the children, Community Relations Oﬃcer
ual oﬀender was identiﬁed north of Henderson Road, but
Don Stanko said he is the main suect derived from Charles M. Canter is
now that an oﬀender has aed suspiciously inside of UA,
the main suspect of
the boys’ descriptions.
security is tighter.
a suspicious encounIn July 2002 Canter was convicted of gross sexual ter. The UAPD is cur“The moment we heard of this person’s aions we disimposition with a female child in Zanesville, and was rently acting on any
patched vehicles around the area searching for the van and
deemed a Sexually Oriented Oﬀender; this denotes a leads it receives.
immediately assigned detectives to the case,” Stanko said.
person who has been convicted of or pleaded guilty to
Following last spring’s similar newsletter home about
committing a Sexually Oriented Oﬀense only once and is unlikely the Henderson Road oﬀender, Schuermann visited the sheriﬀ deto commit an additional crime.
partment’s web site with her youngest daughter, then a fourth grader,
photo courtesy•Franklin County Sheriff
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searching for registered sex oﬀenders residing in her zip code.
She discovered one living just two locks away.
“I don’t want [my daughter] to be overly concerned with
it, because I think sexual oﬀenders are rare,” Schuermann said.
“She’s learned all her ‘stranger danger’ in school and how to be
aware of her surroundings; we’ve refreshed all that with her.”
Despite such precautions, Hadley is not permitted to leave
the house alone. However, Schuermann simply showed the ﬂyer to her eldest daughter, Emilee, a freshman at UAHS.
“I feel elementary children are more at risk than older children due to their trusting nature,” Schuermann said. “We assume our older daughter just knows what to do.”
Stanko said while the particular age and gender of the children who were already approached may be a eciﬁc target, all
students should be aware of this person’s aions.
Detectives are currently working on the case, searching for
the van and any other information they can obtain.
“We want to investigate who this person is, question them,
and ﬁgure out what their intentions were,” Stanko said. “Then
we can ﬁgure out our next course of aion.”
While the Barrington incident was strange, it does not qualify as criminal behavior. No additional encounters had been reported at press time.
“The best thing to do is watch for the vehicle and don’t hesitate to call the police,” Stanko said. “We’d encourage it so we can
•
respond, and hopefully catch this person.”
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Kingsdale restaurants
continue to struggle

NEWS

Others said children
should not be a factor
when it comes to the
papers. Junior Alli Sayre
said the board did not
need to move the papers and was upset they
agreed to such terms.
“It’s harder to access
[the papers] now,” Sayre
said. “People should do
their job as parents, not
try to get the library to
be parents for them. If
they can’t keep their kids
away from what they
photo • mollyEVERETT
don’t like, they have to
The presence of Outlook Weekly in the UAPL re-evaluate themselves
lobby became a recent subject of debate. Though as parents.”
it will remain in the library, it has been relocated.
Regardless of location, there might not
even be a need to access the newspapers, according to sophomore Boby
Post. He said the newspapers should be taken out of the library completely because they are not directed towards the majority of people who visit
UAPL.
“[Eecially in UA] we don’t need to read about homosexuals. It’d be
like putting out a handicapped newspaper at our school, where there is a
very small number of handicapped students,” Post said. “It’s pointless and
•
we shouldn’t be bothering over them.”

•andieDIEMER

F

or the past eight months,
Great Wraps owner Philip Dodd thought he had
discovered a gold mine. A
UAHS graduate and resident
himself, he knew plenty of
willing walkers from UAHS
traversed the Kingsdale area
everyday, combing over the
many restaurant options
to spend their money. He
knew no better area for resphoto • emilyMEAD
taurants.
Then something surprising
Quizno’s Sub closed its doors
happened; within weeks two
July 4, though its equipment
of his neighboring competi- remains at the location. Othtors packed up and left.
er Kingsdale restaurants conCiCi’s Pizza and Quiznos tinue to struggle.
Sub closed their doors, leaving
Peking House and Great Wraps as the only lunchtime options on the back side of Kingsdale.
Unable to cite their exact reasons for departure, Dodd said
even though Quiznos closed July 4, their equipment is still in
the store, perhaps indicating they did not leave voluntarily.
Shortly thereafter, the Kingsdale CiCi’s moved to a new location in Graceland Shopping Center due to lack of business
in UA, Dodd said.
“I was sad to see CiCi’s go because this was becoming a food
court area,” Dodd said. “That’s not really the case anymore.”
Sophomore Nancy Baker preferred Quiznos to CiCi’s due
to price, quality and location.
“There was never a large amount of kids, lines out the door
or anything,” Baker said. “But most of the days all the tables
were taken and most of the seats were ﬁlled.”
Dodd said Great Wraps has its usual customers and offers
meal discounts to students, but even with less competition,
business has not increased by much.
Baker said there may not be much revenue coming in besides UAHS students, or that there’s a better location in UA.
“It’s not the students,” Dodd said. “The shopping center is
not promoted whatsoever, the big reason we’re not doing so
well is because people don’t know we’re here.”
Dodd said businesses would excel if Kingsdale advertising
was pushed by the landlord.
“[When people] come in, I usually walk around and everybody says, ‘This is delicious,’” Dodd said. “Great Wraps
advertises; that’s the only reason we’re still around.”
Though Kingsdale is having obvious problems of its own,
Dodd said many businesses at the Lane Avenue Shopping
Center are having difﬁculties as well.
“There are just economic problems right now,” Baker said.
She does not believe the closing of the two restaurants will set off a chain reaction or hinder her lunchtime options, especially she can now drive to eateries
further off campus.
“There’s still a ton of restaurants within walking distance of
UAHS,” Baker said. “It’s just sad to see some close.”
•
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Meet the teachers
New staff members share anecdotes
•aprilREIFF and inyoungKANG

A

s the school year begins in earnest, most students have now settled into
their classes, adjusted to the routine of school life and become accustomed to the faces of their fellow students and teachers. However, there are
still 18 new faces at UAHS with whom students should be familiar: the new
teachers. How many of the following new teachers can you identify? Match
their borders with their factoids.
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Question and answer
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A

with
Principal

Kip
Greenhill

Why are there so many new teachers
this year?
[We] added about fou and a half
teaching positions at [UAHS] because
ou enrollment is going up. A numbe
of teachers have gone on matenity leave so e had to hire teachers
[because of that]. Some teachers left
the district fo various reasons … and
there ere also a lot of retirements.
Are there any eciﬁc traits or qualities you
look for in a teacher?
It’s important that teachers have a good relationship with students. They have to genuinely
like students. And not just say, “Yeah I like
students,” but they have to give us examples of,
“Okay, you say you like students; hat have
you done to convince us that you really like and
enjoy working with students?” Knowledge of
subject is a second trait. Then a thid thing is,
“Do you know how to involve students?” Because e don’t ant just lectures. But, how do
you get students involved in meaningful ays
in learning? So those are the three biggest things
e look fo in a teache.

Additional new
teachers unale
to participate:
Mike Golden
Social Studies

Carolyn Barger
Social Studies

Chris Bolognese
Math

Yvonne Edwards
Social Studies

Michael Hunt
Math

Meridith Niekamp
Language Arts

Julie Otten
Language Arts

Joe Hoover
Language Arts
Anthony Naska
Global Language
Nate Palmer
Social Studies
Greg Rice
Special Ed

Dan Peterkoski
Science
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Kim Potter
Language Arts

Scott Shinaberry
Social Studies

Jeﬀ Stevenson
Communications/
Language Arts

Arlingtonian

Matt Toohey
Language Arts

Dameion Wagner
Language Arts

Bryan Wenger
Science
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U.S. Marshals conduct a search Sept. 11, 2005 on Tulane Avenue, a street which borders Tulane University. Hurricane Katrina left much of the city
ﬂooded for weeks.

Hurricane Katrina hits close to home
•inyoungKANG

T

he images can be seen everywhere—the roofs of houses poking
out of muddy brown water, the ﬁlth and squalor and the rows
of cots and boxes of supplies in the Louisiana Superdome. Hurricane
Katrina ravaged the Gulf Coast Aug. 29 and was deemed one of the
worst natural disasters in U.S. history.
Although New Orleans is almost 800 miles from UA, the
impact of the hurricane can be felt close to home. Jamie Walter, the daughter of Hastings Middle School science teacher
Jennie Walter and a second-year law student at Tulane University in New Orleans, said no one expected Katrina to have
such a devastating eﬀect.
“When I left New Orleans on Saturday [Aug. 27] I assumed, as
did most people, that I would return to the city no later than Tuesday [Aug. 30],” she said. “I anticipated only minor damage, if any.”
Walter packed her bags in 20 minutes and evacuated to Destin, Florida with a friend. She said she was relieved to have escaped the path of the storm, but she was horriﬁed when she began to see the pictures.
“It became impossile for me to watch the news,” Walter said.
“Eventually, we realized that we would not be returning to New Orleans this month, or ... this year.”
Walter accepted an invitation to study at Washington and Lee
University Law School for the fall semeﬆer and was ale to relocate.
She soon realized how lucky she was.
“I am fortunate to be out of New Orleans and to have a place to
live,” she said. “I was one of the lucky ones who made it out before
the storm. [The things] I lost … can all be replaced. Many people,
however, lost everything. Their house has been destroyed, their job
lost, and their city submerged. The needs of these people will not
cease once the city reopens.”
OCTOBER 7, 2005

Walter said any help students could provide, “whether it be
monetary or simply compassion and support,” would make a
huge diﬀerence.
UAHS’ Student Council, Talent
Show Committee, CDSAC, Interact
Katrina victims
Club, Field Hockey Team, and Charﬁnd UA
aer Enrichment Team (CET) are
working together to raise money for the
Elementary
relief eﬀort.
assistant
Erin Mayne, the adviser of CET,
teacher displaced
said students passed around jugs
by Katrina is now
employed by UA
for donations and raﬄed oﬀ footschools
ball items signed by OSU coach Jim
Tressel to raise money at the Sept.
Katrina
10 UA football game.
evacuees are
“We’ll be selling gray ribons for
currently enrolled
$1 [and] we’ll also be taking donain UA schools
tions,” she said. “$1 from every home
source • UA School District
sporting event ticket will also go to
the Katrina eﬀorts.”
Mayne said the plan is to send the money to the American Red
Cross, which can aid with the distribution of supplies and provide
shelter for the victims.
“[Hurricane Katrina was] a tragedy that none of us can begin to
comprehend,” Mayne said. “We have an opportunity, almost an
oligation, to help in any way that we can. Sometimes, we forget
how lessed we are to live the lives we do. So hopefully, many will
see it as a privilege to give.”
•

1
3

If you would like to contribute to the Hurricane Katrina relief eﬀorts, please go to the American Red Cros ebsite
at www.redcros.org.
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Flying Pizza reopened after closing in June while its owner took time off
because of his heart condition.

Flying Pizza reopens
•jordanPANNING

F

our students pile into a car during lunch and drive
to one of their favorite eateries. But as they arrive
at Bethel Center, something is amiss: the lights are
out at Flying Pizza and the doors are locked shut. This
was reality for many students this past year and over
the summer.

2162 W. Henderson Rd.
(614) 538-8701

Many UAHS students enjoy Flying Pizza, including
senior Joe Streb.
“The pizza itself is truly delicious,” Streb said. “It’s much
better than Donato’s, or any of the other places I go.”
Many students were surprised by the closing of Flying
Pizza, because they had not seen it closed before.
“I frequent Flying Pizza perhaps once a week, maybe
twice,” Streb said. “I went there and it was closed. I returned later and it was still closed.”
Sal, the owner of Flying Pizza, who prefers to be
known by his first name only, said, “I have a heart condition called cardiomyopathy ... [so] my doctor told me
to stop working for a while. I thought that the summer,
when the kids were out of school, was the best time to
rest and recover.”
Sal set to rest several rumors about the temporary closing, including ever chasing someone down with a taser.
Laughing at the question, Sal said, “A taser, that’s funny.”
Flying Pizza is still going strong because of its solid
customer base, Sal said.
“Flying Pizza welcomes everybody back to The Best
Damn Pizza in the Land,” Sal said. Flying Pizza will be
open every weekday, 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
A bell rings at the end of third period. Four students gather into
a car and drive to their favorite lunchtime reﬆaurant. Sal greets
them with a familiar question, “What will it be?” It seems that for
UA students, Flying Pizza will be open for some time to come. •

- Hours: Monday-Saturday 10am-10pm
Sunday Closed
- Dining/ carryout/ catering
- 2nd place in Taste of UA

- Open for almost three years
- Family owned and operated
- Mexican food and atmosphere
- Dining/ carryout/ catering

COUPON
Buy 1 get the 2nd
free
on any menu item from
$3.99-$7.99
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and
With Intelligent Design an issue of
debate nationwide, are the days of
evolution about to come to an end?
•ashtonDIDONATO and samUNDERWOOD

I

n recent weeks, many Americans have voiced their
opinion on the teaching of Intelligent Design in
schools. Supporters of Intelligent Design, such as
President George W. Bush and Ohio Governor Bob
Taft, have decried schools’ lack of discussion on alternative theories to Evolution, making this already-contentious issue into a political ﬁreﬆorm. On the other hand,
opponents believe Intelligent Design remains unsupported
by scientiﬁc evidence and is merely religious eculation.
With the nation reeling from the aftermath of two Class 3
hurricanes, the debate has somewhat stalled, but as Americans recover from the devastation, it will undoubtedly begin again, even stronger than before.
graphics • macSOULT
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Sidebar on Evolution
v ID
How UAHS students iew Intelligent Design
Had you heard of
Intelligent Design
before this survey?

... Where?
Other•5%

Uns
11%

ure•

School•22%

News•23%

Yes•44%

Religion•14%

Internet•10%

No•45%

Friends/Family•26%

Do you believe
Intelligent Design is a
valid explanation for
the beginning of life,
or acknowlege it as a
possibilitiy?

Unsure•38%

Yes•33%

No•29%

Do you think it
would be beneﬁcial
for students to learn
about alternatives to
evolution, including
Intelligent Design?

Do you think
Intelligent Design
was introduced with
religious intent to
teach Creationism in
public schools?

Unsure•45%

Yes•35%

No•20%

Do you think
students should be
required to learn
about alternatives to
evolution in school,
including Intelligent
Design?

Yes•21%
Unsure•33%

Yes•38%

No•29%

Unsure•35%

No•44%

source • Voluntary Sept. 9 Arlingtonian homeroom survey of 123 students

A National Debate
Since 1859, when Charles Darwin outlined his theory of natural selection in The Origin of the Species, Americans have wrestled
with this ideological dilemma. Evolution theory became the norm
in many schools, but by the 1920s, several states had enaed laws
that forced schools to supplement–or, in some cases, replace–Evolution with Creationism.
In 1925 the U.S. Supreme Court upheld such laws in the widely-debated John Thomas Scopes . The State (of Tennesee), and it was
not until the 1960s that these statutes were overturned by the Supreme Court in Epperson . Arkansas, in which an Arkansas antievolution statute was overturned because it banned teaching theories that conﬂicted with the Bilical version of creation. Since then,
opponents to Evolution theory have mostly focused on promoting
Intelligent Design, which argues that the Evolution theory cannot
fully explain the complexity of life on earth.
Many national organizations, such as the Discovery Institute
and the Intelligent Design Network, continue to push for changes
in state and national education standards. A recent national poll by
the Pew Forum on Religion and Pulic Life and the Pew Research
Center for the People and the Press found that 42 percent of respondents agreed with the statement “living things have existed in
their present form since the beginning of time.”
Adding to the debate, according to the Aug. 17 Associated
Press story “Governor says there’s room for Evolution criticism in
classrooms,” Governor Taft expressed his support for the inclusion
of alternatives to Evolution in state science standards.
President Bush has also stated his support for these ideas, saying in a recent press conference that “part of education is to expose
people to diﬀerent schools of thought.”
Intelligent Design became a major issue last year, when the
Ohio State Board of Education adopted science standards which
opponents say encourage the teaching of alternatives to Evolution
in schools. These standards call for students to be ale to “describe
how scientists continue to investigate and critically analyze aects
of Evolutionary theory.” However, it adds, “The intent of this indicator does not mandate the teaching or testing
• of Intelligent Design.”
In addition to these new standards, in 2004 the Ohio Department of Education also approved a model lesson plan entitled
“Critical Analysis of Evolution.” According to the oﬃcial lesson plan
guidelines, students will be ale “to critically analyze ﬁve diﬀerent
aects of Evolutionary theory.” It includes a “Critical Analysis
Activity” and prompts students to “conduct background research

•
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for one of the aects of Evolution in preparation for a critical analysis discussion.” This lesson plan has come under intense scrutiny,
with opponents, such as the National Academy of Sciences, saying it encourages the teaching of Intelligent Design in schools and
supporters, such as the Seattle-based Discovery Institute, arguing
it helps foster a open discussion of this important issue.
With the debate raging nationwide, is Intelligent Design a part
of UA’s future?

Hitting Close to Home
Senior Aby DeRoberts said she is opposed to teaching Intelligent Design in schools.
“I think it is a terrile idea because it is not supported by science,
and there is no room for Intelligent Design in schools,” she said.
Senior Jim DeWille agreed; he said he does not consider Intelligent Design a scientiﬁc theory.
“People say that Evolution is a theory, but it is just as much a
theory as [the theory of] gravity,” he said. “I think that it would
deter scientiﬁc advancement.”
Chemistry teacher Phil Lampe estimates about three-quarters
of the science teachers at the high school support teaching only the
theory of Evolution. He said he opposes the teaching of Intelligent
Design on scientiﬁc grounds.
“I think Intelligent Design is an OK thing to talk about in a
comparative religions class, but I don’t advocate Intelligent Design being taught in the science classroom,” he said. “I think the
role of science is to ask the question ‘how,’ but it’s not to ask the
question ‘why.’”
On the other side of the debate, senior Josh Stands said he supports the teaching of Intelligent Design in the classroom.
“Even though science is based on more experimental and empirical data, [similar evidence] also exists for Intelligent Design,”
he said.
Sophomore Vikram Santhanam said students should be exposed to alternatives to Evolution, and that such theories should be
taught in schools. Students would beneﬁt in the long run by being
exposed to a broad range of ideas in their science classes.
A broad range of perectives is a vital part of education, said
Kelly Kullberg, author of Finding God at Harvad: Spiritual Jouneys of Thinking Christians. She described the theory of Evolution as
“silly,” and said schools need to be more open-minded in designing
their curriculums.
“It’s a lose-lose scenario because students not only learn very

Evolution

FOCUS

Deﬁning the debate
Sidebar
on Elective
A theory which holds that the various types of organisms have their origins in other pre-existing types
courses
of organisms, and the differences between them are
due to modiﬁcations•kristinePERRY
in successive generations. Pioneered by Charles Darwin, Evolution is the most widely-accepted explanation for the complexity and origin
of life. Opponents say Evolution does not fully explain
the intricacy of life and is too dependent on random
variation to explain the complexity of life.

Creationism

A religious theory holding that the world and everything within it was created by God, and that these
forms of life and matter retain their original forms. Creationism can be split into two branches: Biblical and
Scientiﬁc. Biblical Creationists believe the world was
created according to how it is described in the book of
Genesis, whereas Scientiﬁc Creationists, though also
believing in a creator, do not interpret the Bible literally. Although opposed to evolution on a large scale,
both believe in micro evolution, or small changes
within a species. Support for Creationism has waned
as Intelligent Design has increased in popularity.

Intelligent Design
graphics • chrissyHUMMEL

According to Dr. Mark Hartwig, a specialist on Intelligent Design for the Christian magazine Focus on the
Family, “Intelligent Design is rooted in the observation
... that the world looks very much as if it was created
by an intelligent being. Intelligent Design contends
that living organisms appear designed because they
are designed, exhibiting features that natural processes
cannot mimic.” Opponents of Intelligent Design say it
is not proven by science and is detrimental to scientiﬁc •
advancement.
source • Encyclopaedia Britannica and Intelligent Design Network

graphics • chrissyHUMMEL
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tenuous and ﬂimsy science, they also inherit a world view that thing that has been under discussion.”
is depressing and dehumanizing,” she said. “Intelligent Design is a
Principal Kip Greenhill said the high school has received a few
way of framing and considering the obvious—that a great mind is calls in support of implementing aects of Intelligent Design
behind all the wonder.”
into the curriculum, but the administration is not considering
Drafting and DCT teacher Mike King, who is a certiﬁed sci- such a move.
ence teacher and former adviser for the Fellowship of Christian
“We teach the state standards and it’s not included in the state
Athletes, said schools should not be afraid to discuss a potentially standards,” he said. “We don’t have any choice on it.”
controversial issue.
The lack of scientiﬁc evidence supporting Intelligent Design
“When I taught eighth grade earth science, we looked at Evo- and other alternatives to Evolution prevent the district from inlution from a total textbook, buy-into-it view, and then we came cluding Intelligent Design in its science curriculum, said Dave
back and looked at those who didn’t believe it [and] the reasons Schreiber, biology teacher and science department chair.
why they didn’t,” he said. “To me that’s science, that’s education,
“I think the most important thing within the context of a scithat’s intellectual.”
ence class is to help the students understand that it’s not really
Math teacher Jake Tawney, adviser of the Dead Theologians science that’s supported in any kind of way, as more mainstream
Society, said science classes should teach only “responsile science,” hypotheses are,” he said. “I think that it would be wrong for any
and challenges to accepted scientiﬁc theories should be taught type of entity, whether it be school board or state government to
only if they are supported by scientiﬁc evidence.
mandate that teachers teach alternatives to the explanation that
“I certainly would support other
Evolution provides.”
alternatives being taught alongside of
Schreiber added that there has been “no
[evolution] as long as they were valid
oﬃcial discussion at all” in the
scientiﬁc theories,” he said. “I don’t
administration concerning the
think we necessarily want to start
future teaching of alternatives to
“There are things that science
teaching religious eculation in sciEvolution.
ence [classes], but if there are valid
International Baccalaureate Cowill never provide us answers to
challenges to the theory of Evolution, I
ordinator Cynthia Ballheim said
because [they] don’t fall under
think it would be … responsile for the
Intelligent Design is not a compoteacher to teach that.”
nent of the IB curriculum, but open
the realm of what’s considered
discussion is a major part of the phiscience, but they’re some of the
Looking to the Future
losophy of the IB program.
IB does not have an oﬃcial
most important things you can
Americans may soon have an answer to
stance on the teaching of alterask yourself as a person.”
this quandary. On Sept. 26, legal proceednatives to Evolution, she said, so
•Biology teacher Warren Orloff
ings began in federal court against the Dover
schools can decide for themselves
Area (Pennsylvania) School District, where
whether to them. She added that
parents of children in the district sued Doin her previous experiences teachver on Constitutional grounds, saying the new curriculum vio- ing at Catholic schools science and religion were taught side-bylated the church-and-state separation outlined in the Constitu- side. However, the situation for pulic schools is likely much diftion. Although the district claims its reasons for the change were ferent, she said.
purely secular and did not promote a religious ideology, the parBallheim said a visit by Andy Fletcher, an internationallyents claim the new curriculum was introduced with religious in- known eaker on the relationship between religion and science,
tent. The outcome of this case, though likely not a ﬁnal solution on Oct. 5 and 6 would delve further into these issues. Entitled
to the national conﬂict, will profoundly inﬂuence the future of “Life, the Universe and Everything: Investigating God and the
Intelligent Design.
New Physics,” she said this seminar would explore the role of an
Despite the national controversy, Dr. Bill Schaefer, Superin- Intelligent Designer in not only biology but science as a whole.
tendent of UA Schools, said the district currently has no plans to
Kullberg said she hopes Intelligent Design ﬁnds its way into
implement such changes in its curriculum.
science classrooms in the future.
In addition, the school board has no immediate plans to in“I’m hopeful that UAHS will be a school that encourages outclude these alternatives in the district science curriculum, said of-the-box thinking and a sense of wonder,” she said. “I hope it will
model intellectual pluralism and conversation about the quesBob Arkin, Vice President of the UA School Board.
“What we do at the Board of Education is to defer that judg- tions that matter most to us.”
ment to the faculty,” he said. “They develop the curriculum, they’re
Even if Intelligent Design never makes it into a science classthe experts, they’re the individuals that we look to for guidance, room, biology teacher Warren Orloﬀ said the questions it presand they have not come to us and suggeﬆed that the curriculum ents are still important.
“There’s a lot of ways to understand the world besides scienbe changed.”
Board President Marjory Pizzuti said the issue had not been tiﬁc [ways], and there are things that science will never provide
us answers to because [they] don’t fall under the realm of what’s
discussed by the Board.
“The issue of Intelligent Design and its incorporation in the considered science,” he said, “but they’re some of the most imporcurriculum has not been raised,” she said. “It’s just not been some- tant things you can ask yourself as a person.”
•
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RIGHT • Senior Mary-Charlotte Mak practices her forehand against
Worthington Kilbourne Sept. 21. Mak went on to win two sets without giving up a single game, and the team demolished Worthington
Kilbourne 5-0.
BOTTOM RIGHT• Senior Troy Messick and juniors Brett Peterson and
Davie Drees zip and zoom their way to a ﬁfth place ﬁnish at the Ashland Invitational Sept. 3. This year, the cross country team created a
Fantasy Cross Country league.
BOTTOM LEFT • Senior Lauren Clark watches her ball after a successful
swing at Scioto Country Club against Dublin Jerome Sept. 20. The
girls lost with an overall score of 179.
BELOW• Junior Jenna Winzenread goes head-to-head against a member
of the Hilliard Davidson team Sept. 22. The UA Bears shut out their
opponent, 4-0.

photo • lindseySWANSON

photo • mollyEVERETT

photo •emilyMEAD
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U

pper Arlington sports have produced 99
State Championships over the school’s
existence. The great dominance of the football team through the late ‘60s, boys tennis
and golf from the ‘60s through the ‘90s, boys
lacrosse and girls water polo since 1994, and
the girls tennis streak since 1998. The success from these teams can overshadow others
like the ﬁeld hockey team, which has also had
great accomplishments over the years, even if
it has not dominated on a state level.
UA ﬁeld hockey began in 1970 and there
have been eight coaches over the 35 years,
with Nikki Wimsatt currently in the position.
UAFH has never won a ﬁeld hockey state
championship, but it managed a second place
ﬁnish in the state in 1990. 2004 was also a
memorale year for the Bears as they made it
to the Final Eight in the playoﬀs with a 13-3-1
record. This was one of the best teams in the
team’s recent history, graduating nine seniors,
ﬁve of them going oﬀ to play in college.
Despite the loss of so many talented play-

ers, the 2005 team, led by senior
captains Courtney Coburn, Ashton
Didonato, Meg Kirby and Lindsey
Swanson, believe they have a great
team of their own. According to
Kirby, this year, they may not have
as many standout players as in the
past, but they all play well as a team.
“This year’s juniors and seniors
have played together since seventh
and eighth grade. This is the team
photo •colinKAPAROS
we’ve been waiting for to play together again at the varsity level,” Junior Kate Manofsky races for control of the ball with senior Lindsey Swanson close behind. UAFH started with a 8-1 record.
Kirby said.
The Bears started oﬀ the season
matter of playing consistently. I think that
with scrimmages as they traveled to Virginia we can do very well if we play our hardest,”
Beach the week before school started, winning Kirby said.
three out of four games. From there on they
Upper Arlington is one of the best schools
started the regular season with a 8-1 record.
for sports in the state of Ohio. It has had many
Starting oﬀ the season strong, they plan to triumphant teams over its time and with the
ﬁnish it that way.
up and rising ﬁeld hockey Bears, UAHS has
“We do expect to keep winning. If we do great chance of breaking the century mark of
want to keep winning it’s just going to be a total state championships very soon.
•

OSU football team
keeps its eyes on the prize

U

ntil 2002, it had been 34 years
since Ohio State football had
a national championship title next
to their name. The 1968 championship team was ﬁlled with talent,
who many say made up the best
Ohio State team ever. Among the
most notable players were quarterback Rex Kern, lineman Jim
Stillwagon and safety Jack Tatum,
who beat Heisman Trophy winner
O.J. Simpson and his USC Trojans
in the Rose Bowl, after massacring
Michigan 50-14.
•jonnyGRIFFITH
The 2002 championship team
was also a team with talent, but
after being given a long 13 game schedule, no one expected them
to ﬁnish undefeated. They were doubted all year after continuously
taking their games to the bitter end, and no more than against Miami
for the national championship. They defeated the heavily favored
Hurricanes 31-24 after a double overtime in the Fiesta Bowl.
In 2005 Ohio State is back in the national championship hunt,
being ranked sixth in many preseason polls. They are also the primary pick of many sports experts to come away from the Rose Bowl
on January 4 with a national title in their possession.

OCTOBER 7, 2005

Some may question how a team that went 8-4 in 2004 can suddenly be up for the national championship. Regardless, the fact is that
the Buckeyes return nine starters on both offense and defense. The
greatest of the seniors are, Nick Mangold and Rob Sims, who anchor
the offensive line, safety Nate Salley, linebackers Bobby Carpenter
and one of the most coveted players in the country, AJ Hawk. The
Buckeyes also have underclassmen who contribute, including Ted
Ginn Jr., who can play any position.
Along with their collection of talent, Ohio State also has the encouraging fact that in three of their losses last season, not including the
one mishap they had in Iowa as they were blown out, the team lost by
an average of only eight points. With the talent and experience of the
2005 team, they should be able to close those scoring gaps this year.
Ohio State’s schedule is ﬁlled with top talent among the country’s
best, so a few mishaps along the way should not end the hopes for
a national title at the season’s end. This fact can only be true with
losses to teams ranked above Ohio State in the BCS poll.
According to many sports analysts around the country, the likeliness of two undefeated teams facing off in the national championship
this season is highly unlikely, due to the lack of many dominant teams.
This circumstance can be very beneﬁcial to the Buckeyes. Many teams
have said to be overrated in the preseason polls and proves with the
number of upsets to teams ranked in the top 25, in the ﬁrst four weeks
of the season. Also, top teams like USC, Texas and Virginia Tech have
some very talented opponents left on their schedule, which lessens
the chance of them ending their seasons undefeated.
Ohio State has done great things in the past, with one of the greatest traditions in college sports. They certainly have the talent to ﬁnish
on top at the end of this season, so it is just a matter of execution. •
•
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Field hockey Bears tear up the turf
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Aha Shake Heartbreak
Kings of Leon’s new CD backﬁres

•reneeOGAKI

A

courtesy • ROUGHTRADE

quirky indie rock band. A mix of
Joy Divison, Interpol, and Coldplay.
Calming and beautiful.
Its description might sound too good
to be true, but British Sea Power lives up
to it as a British quartet formed in 2000.
The band’s most recent album, Open Season is based on nature, which is reﬂected British Sea Power’s latest
CD Open Season showin songs such as “North Hanging Rock” cases its best sound.
and “Like a Honeycomb”. Yet, the songs
also hold a deeper meaning. One such song is “It Ended on an Oily
Stage”, which inquires about God and considers the possibility of
meeting Him.
“Oh Larsen B” is one of the few songs about love, but the usual corniness of the topic is avoided. Instead, British Sea Power pulls oﬀ the overused theme with an earnest sound and poetic lyrics, such as “Like saw
lades through the air, your winter overture cut through everything,
and now we’re not so sure. Oh Larsen B, oh won’t you fall on me?”
Lyrics are not everything when it comes to music, and it is common for bands to fail in other areas, like instrumentals. However,
British Sea Power is successful because the lead singer, Yan, has a
soothing voice that lulls the listener into relaxation. His voice is then
backed perfectly by the humming of guitars and the comfortale beat
of percussion provided by bandmates Hamilton, Nole and Wood.
Every aect of British Sea Power’s musicality adds up, making
Open Season the ideal album. And with students just getting into the
rhythm of school, the album will be the perfect background to home•
work as well as something to pop in when stressed.

Broken Flowers
Film lacks dialogue, depth
•grahamBOWMAN

B

roken Flowers, the new ﬁlm directed by Jim Jarmusch, is about
a melancholy, over-the-hill bachelor named Don Johnston.
Johnston, played by Bill Murray, is searching for a illegitimate son
who may or may not exist.
When Murray’s girlfriend leaves him, he receives an anonymous letter stating that he has a 19-year-old son. Johnston is sent
on a road trip by his precocious neighbor to visit his past girlfriends
from that time to determine who might be the mother of his socalled son. To make things complicated, the neighbor forbids Johnston from revealing the true purpose of his visits. Johnston is uncomfortale through most of the ﬁlm, as he would rather be sitting
at home listening to dreary music then trying to untangle his past.
The ﬁlm’s premise is intriguing, but it essentially fails because
the director is unwilling to give the audience any upfront insight
into Johnston’s emotions. Instead, the ﬁlm relies on Murray’s abil•
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T

he heart beat of a drum. The sway of a guitar’s syncopated rhythm.
The playfulness of a mischievous voice. Brother’s Caleb, Nathan
and Jared Followill’s use their combined talents to create a unique yet
recognizale sound with their band Kings of Leon.
Yet the familiarity of Kings of Leon, which sounds like a more modern Rolling Stones, can be a negative aect. The band’s indie rock sound
gets repetitive, eecially on their newest album Aha Shake Heartbreak.
The album has a collection of songs that sound dreary together.
The songs lend together and sound like
one track on repeat. Some new instrumentation and changes in singing style would
make the album more interesting.
And while Kings of Leon gets credit
for writing its own lyrics, all the latest album’s songs are on the same topic: love, or
thereof. “Taper Jean Girl” showcases Caleb
Aha Shake Heartbreak,
crooning about “heartbreak knockin’ ‘em
Kings of Leon’s newest
down like the seventh grade.”
album, is a slight disapBut when the songs on the album are
pointment.
heard alone, they transform. The upbeat
rhythms easily create a carefree atmosphere with a breathtaking harmony of instruments. The highlight of their synchronization is in “Four
Kicks”, easily the strongest song on the album.
While Aha Shake Heartbreak is decent, the album is probaly not
worth buying. Downloading a few choice songs from iTunes should
be more than enough to fulﬁll any cravings for Kings of Leon.
•
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Season opens

ity to convey many levels of hurt and sadness by simply sitting and
staring at the camera.
It is hard for the audience to sympathize with the charaer
when the ﬁlm oﬀers little insight into his past or his feelings. Lost
In Translation, a widely-appreciated ﬁlm in which Murray plays a
similar charaer, worked because it let the audience understand
the charaer’s sadness. In Broken Flowers this never happens. Johnston never reveals any of his cards and the audience is left guessing.
Why did his relationships with these women fail? How important
were these women to him? Was he always this unhappy?
The meetings with Johnston’s past girlfriends gives the ﬁlm
a chance to explore his past, but the scenes oﬀer little other than
humor in frustratingly small doses. Johnston and his prior loves
never discuss their relationships or what went wrong, they simply
say where life has taken them. The audience is left wondering what
exactly was gained from the reunion.
The ﬁlm ends abruptly and unresolved, leaving the audience as
bewildered as its main charaer. Murray’s performance is solid but
the ﬁlm lacks any real emotional connection between its charaers
and the viewer. The ﬁlm could have succeeded in being the next
“Murray Movie” if it relied less on Murray’s aing abilities and
more on dialogue and depth.
•
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Intelligent redesign
T

he Radical Right has spent the
last six years bashing gays, starting wars with defunct dictators, and
running the economy into the ground
at high speeds. With all of that going
on, it is not hard to see how its latest
underhanded attack on science could
slip by unnoticed. To be fair, it must
be said that some religious radicals do
not buy into the idea of intelligent design. They see it instead as a watered
down version of Creationism and a
betrayal of their faith. Many, however,
have jumped on the opportunistic
Guest Columnist
bandwagon in an attempt to tear sci•peterKOLTAK
ence to pieces once and for all.
Organized religion has historically had a problem with science, mainly due to the fact that science
has a nasty habit of frequently proving religion wrong. During the
Renaissance Era, Copernicus and Galileo were shunned by religious
leaders for suggesting that the Earth was not the center of the universe, and in the 1920s a Tennessee science teacher was actually
put on trial for teaching evolution to his biology students. Intelligent
design is only the latest battle in the right-wing’s war on science.
What’s wrong, you might be thinking, with offering an alternative to evolution? After all, it is just a theory. Evolution is a theory
based in science with documented scientiﬁc evidence to back it
up. Studies of countless species and their fossil records have given
weight to the existence of evolution over millennia as well as from
one generation to the next. The simple fact is that evolution has
been tested more than any other modern scientiﬁc theory, and the
evidence to support its existence is overwhelming.
Instead of offering any science of their own, intelligent design
advocates whine about how life is “too complex” to have simply
evolved. They present the idea that an unnamed higher power deliberately designed all life on Earth, and with equal energy they
gloss over the fact that they have absolutely no way to prove any of
their assertions. So unless this designer appears among us as proof,
you’re just going to have to have some faith. Faith, of course, is the
centerpiece of religion.
•

Letters to the editor ...
Community member applauds fall follies

I

t never ceases to amaze me the talent which the students at UAHS
possess. From championship water polo teams to the number of National Merit Scholars we read about every year to the orchestra’s national ranking, we should all be incredibly proud of our young people.
One of the ﬁnest programs at our high school is the vocal music
program, with over 350 students participating in six choirs. Their
talents will be featured on October 20, 22, and 23 as the vocal
music department presents its fourth annual Fall Follies. The 2005
theme is BIG BAND SWING, and we are delighted that once again
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Darwinism dead
A

s astounding as it may seem, “the
great cosmogenic myth of the
twentieth century” was pronounced
dead at 6:25 Monday morning. Dead?
Yes. Darwinism is just as dead as Darwin’s cold body in his grave at Westminster. Some attended the funeral
for Darwinism, but many refused to
accept reality.
To many this may be shocking
news, because most people are also
oblivious to the fact that there is growing scientiﬁc dissent to Darwinism. In
2001, a magazine based out of Seattle
Guest Columnist
called The Weekly Standard, compiled
•freddyADAMS
a list of over a hundred reputable scientists who are skeptical of Darwinian
evolution, and think that it’s evidence should be closely examined. Four
years later that number of skeptics has more than doubled. Under close
examination, evidence for Darwinism is full of ﬂaws and gaps. Exposing some of those ﬂaws are Michael Behe’s irreducible complexities.
After completing many improbable tasks and “evolving” over millions
or billions of years we come to a fully functioning organism like ourselves.
Charles Darwin said, “If it could be demonstrated that any complex organ
existed which could not possibly have been formed by numerous, successive, slight modiﬁcations, my theory would absolutely break down”.
The funny thing is that’s exactly what biochemist, Michael Behe has done.
In his book Darwin’s Black Box, he describes what he calls irreducibly
complexity. This means any system that “cannot be produced directly
by slight, successive modiﬁcations of a precursor system, because any
precursor to it that is missing a part is by deﬁnition nonfunctional”. One
example of an irreducible complexity is the clotting of blood. Blood clotting includes many interdependent parts in order to work. Without one of
these parts the whole system is nonfunctional. So according to Darwin
himself, Darwinism has absolutely broken down.
Behe’s arguments of irreducible complexity are only a wormhole in the maggot-ridden corpse of Darwinism. For the sake of
academic excellence its time we stopped feeding students the rotting ﬂesh of Darwinist dogma. If not we should at least present
other theories of origin.
•
a theme has been selected which will have a broad appeal to the
entire UA community, from elementary students to senior citizens.
The Thursday and Saturday shows begin at 7:30 p.m., while the
Sunday matinee begins at 2:30 p.m. Tickets are $10 for reserved
seats, $6 for general admission (located only in the upper balcony), and are available by calling 488-8970 or by visiting www.
uavocalmusic.org.
All money raised by these concerts will be used to purchase
much needed choral risers.
The students will be singing and dancing their way through one
of the most exciting musical eras in American music history, and
we look forward to seeing a full house at every performance!
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W

hile Intelligent Design
may be this Arlingtonian’s
topic of concern, a much more
pressing issue is on my mind.
I’ve come to realize that I only
own three pairs of jeans, and
they are all completely identical. I’m afraid I am beginning
to look like one of those smelly
wears-the-same-clothes-EVERYday kids, and this simply is not
true. It appears that my wardrobe is an unintelligent design.
An easy solution to this
•grahamBOWMAN
problem would be to buy a
few new pairs of jeans that
look different. But I won’t do that. My jeans are the best jeans
on the market for my comfort and durability needs. If I bought
a different pair they would inherently be inferior, and I deserve the best.
I could sew patches with the numbers one through three on
each pair, so observers could differentiate between them. That
way when people see me they don’t think, “Oh, Graham is
wearing the same jeans he has been wearing all week.” Instead
they would think, “Ah, I see. Although Graham’s jeans this week

have looked extremely similar, the numerical indicators on the
back pocket and thigh tell me that in fact he has worn pants
three and one.”
However, I realized the patches could be confused as
some bizarre fashion statement. And that’s not the image I’m
going for at all. So I had the idea of walking up to anyone
I suspect of noticing my jeans and saying to them, “I know
what you’re thinking, but let me assure you that this is in fact
a different pair of pants than I wore yesterday, thank you.” But
with this strategy there would always be people I do not get
a chance to address. There will always be someone of whom
I am not aware sitting behind me in math class snickering at
my clothes. I am doomed.
Perhaps with the help of some good-old-Darwin-style evolution I could leave my jeans in separate rooms of my house.
When I retrieve them a few weeks later I would happily discover that they have evolved into three separate styles in order to survive in their unique environments.
I’m at a loss right now and cannot find a viable solution. I don’t think there is any way I can get myself out of
the hole that I have dug for myself. It looks like I am going
to have to do some soul searching and find a way to be
at peace with my fashion blunder. But if anyone has any
advice for me I would greatly appreciate it, from either the
science or the religious community.
•
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Wardrobe is unintelligent design

Gay paper debate shows hypocrisy
•staffEDITORIAL

T

here is some seriously disturbing information housed at
the public library. From books on Nazism to a wide
array of questionable magazines, one might be surprised
what is under the UAPL’s roof. Then again, it is not too surprising. Stressing the word “public” in public library makes
it OK to have such material, and this being said, it is hypocritical for the library to put text referring to homosexual
tendencies behind the desk while displaying magazines
such as Cosmopolitan out in the lobby for all to see.

editorial cartoon • chrissyHUMMEL
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If the community is so scandalized by a few newspapers that have values which go against the status quo,
then they should be equally as outraged with magazines illustrating the same risqué material but filed under
heterosexuality. There is a blatant bias for straight material
in UA, and it is apparent when community members try to
censor a public library, a resource where all ideas should
be housed.
Parents should not be so concerned with gay newspapers but should focus their attention on all of the other
potential dangers and threats that await their children in
the world. Gay newspapers should be the least of their
concerns with sexual offenders roaming the streets and all.
It seems that parents should prioritize their fears, and gay
newspapers seem the least eminent in a world filled with
possible evils.
UAPL should replace the periodicals that have been
stashed away from the public eye unless it wants to be
viewed as hypocritical. By placing only material that
leans towards a heterosexual lifestyle, they are in a sense
condemning a homosexual lifestyle as wrong. The First
Amendment was not put in place to allow the minority
to be put out of sight and never seen, but that is what is
happening at UAPL. So it would be in the community’s
best interest to put the “public” back in public library and
reinstate the gay newspapers in their rightful place in the
forum of UAPL.
•
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Blumen Garten Floriﬆs
Open 8 a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Fri
8 a.m.- 6 p.m. Sat
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. Sun

4687 Reed Road @ Henderson
Columbus, Ohio
(614) 451-1299
Since 1974

LECAPTAIN’S SALON
FULL SERVICE SALON
1-614-486-0245
1974 MALLWAY N.
UPPER ARLINGTON, OH
43221

HAIR CARE
PEDICURES
MANICURES
SKIN CARE
MASSAGE

We deliver country-wide
& wire worldwide

Running
for

Schwarz Sunoco

CITY

1800 W. LANE AVE
COLUMBUS, OHIO
43221

COUNCIL :

340-1600

Northwest EyeCare Professionals

Open

James C. Bieber, O.D.
Russell S. Fillmore, O.D.
Douglas J. Bosner, O.D.

Monday - Friday
10:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.

2098 Tremont Center
Columbus, Ohio 43221
www.nweye.com

Walk to Zuppa

(614) 486-5205
(800) 486-5206
Fax (614) 486-0354

Jones Fall Production 2005
presents

GREASE and PETER PAN

October 27, 28, & 29

7:30 p.m.

488-0154

Lunches · Carry Out Dinners
Ice Cream

3080 Tremont Road
(614) 273-9877

Student Price $5
ALL DAY LONG

Students $5
Come back and see me!
Director Ms. Matthews
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Come see us for Team or Grad Parties
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